A major issue in Intelligent Tutoring Systems is off-task student behavior, especially performance-based gaming, where students systematically exploit tutor behavior in order to advance through a curriculum quickly and easily, with as little active thought directed at the educational content as possible. This research developed both active interventions to combat gaming and passive interventions to prevent gaming. Our passive graphical intervention has been well received by teachers, and our experimental results suggest that using a combination of intervention types is effective at reducing off-task gaming behavior.
Introduction
Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS) have been shown to have a positive effect on student learning [1] , however these effects may be negated by a lack of student motivation or student misuse, particularly "gaming" of the system [2] . Gaming is the systematic use of tutor feedback and help methods as a means to obtain correct answers with little or no work, in order to advance through a curriculum as fast or as easily as possible.
Within ITS there have been a variety of approaches towards remediation of gaming behavior in students [2] , which are mostly active interventions focused on combating student gaming, with few approaches focused on prevention. This research aimed at exploring a more comprehensive approach using active interventions to combat gaming along with a passive method to prevent gaming within the Assistments mathematics ITS [3] .
Prevention of Gaming
We developed three gaming interventions, two traditional active interventions, and one passive deterrent or prevention mechanism. The interventions were deployed and evaluated experimentally. Two active interventions were used to respond separately to the two types of hallmark gaming behavior: rapid-fire guessing-and-checking and hint/help abuse. These interventions were triggered by simple gaming detection algorithms, which marked a student as guessing-and-checking or abusing-hints prima facie of the appropriate surface-level characteristics [4] . When triggered a message was displayed to the offending student encouraging them to try harder, ask a teacher for help, or pursue other suitable actions. 
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The passive intervention sought to prevent gaming by providing visual feedback on student actions and progress. It had no triggering mechanism, and was continuously featured prominently on-screen for easy viewing by the student and teachers. Theoretically, gaming would then be prevented through Panopticon-like paranoia (when a fear of being watched, without knowing whether one is being watched at any given moment, causes self-corrective behavior) [5] .
Our passive intervention (not shown) graphically plots all recorded student actions (such as problem attempts, hint requests, bottom-out hints) in a horizontal timeline. Each action has associated summary text that identifies and provides relevant details and results of the action on mouse-over. The horizontal distance between points reflects the amount of time between the actions. The vertical height of actions is based on their outcome (correct actions are higher than incorrect actions). Throughout the design, the ubiquitous traffic-light color conventions of modern society are used, where green is implicitly "good" or "correct," yellow is "caution," and red is therefore "bad" or "incorrect." The graphical plot was designed to (1) allow teachers and students to easily identify gaming behavior via emergent visual patterns, (2) thereby preventing gaming behavior in the students by the students themselves, and (3) providing a launching point for teacher intervention where gaming behavior or student misunderstandings are identified.
Once all three interventions were designed and implemented, we conducted an experiment to test their effectiveness within the Assistments system. One group of students (70 students) received both the active and passive interventions (group 1); while a second group (57 students) received no interventions (group 2). Both groups of students used the tutoring system for an average of 3 class periods (approximately 45 minutes each period), each session having their rate of gaming measured by our prima facie gaming recognition algorithm [4] . Then we swapped the conditions, so that group 1 no longer received interventions, while the group 2 began to encounter them. The students used the tutoring system for another class period, and the rate of gaming was compared before and after the swapping of conditions.
Before switching conditions, group 1 had an average rate of gaming that was almost half the rate of group 2 (an average of 3.62 occurrences of gaming per session compared to 6.235), suggesting that the interventions were perhaps having some sort of effect. However, in order to show that those differences were not the result of some sort of selection effect in the groups, the conditions were swapped. After the swap, both groups had decreased amounts of gaming. Group 1 reduced gaming on average by 2.8 occurrences per session, while group 2 decreased their gaming by an average of 4.4 occurrences per session. One-side t-tests were performed on both groups, to see if the resulting change was significantly different from zero, and in both cases the answer was yes (p < 0.0001, in both tests).
To determine whether there really was a bigger impact with group 2 -turning the intervention mechanisms on versus off -we conducted an analysis of variance (ANOVA) and the resulting p-value of .08 suggests that turning the interventions on (group 2) makes a bigger impact on prima facie gaming than turning them off (group 1). One possible interpretation and explanation of these results would be that when interventions are turned on students learn not to game, and once interventions are turned off, they simply continue not to game. Further analysis might reveal whether actual invocation or receiving of the active interventions is correlated with this J.A. Walonoski and N.T. Heffernan decrease in gaming, as opposed to simply the possibility of receiving them (a student might have never seen the active interventions when they were turned on if they were never gaming). Otherwise, we might be able to conclude that the decrease in gaming was due more to the passive intervention, or perhaps other factors. We leave the identification of the particular effects each factor for future work.
Conclusions
The goal of this research was to explore the intervention and prevention of off-task gaming behavior within the Assistments system. Three dynamic mechanisms were designed: two active interventions for hint-abuse and guessing-and-checking, and one passive intervention. Our experimental results suggest that the combined application of active and passive interventions successfully reduces off-task gaming behavior more effectively than no intervention mechanisms.
